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Abstract: Accurate evaluation of the risk mitigation status of navigating ships is essential for guaran-
teeing navigational safety. This research mainly focuses on the feasibility and accuracy of evaluating
the real effectiveness of a risk mitigation system for navigating ships, including addressing the
problem of immeasurableness for risk mitigation capability and determining the degradation reg-
ulation of risk mitigation capability over time. The proposed method to solve the problem is an
effectiveness evaluation model based on the capability perspective, composed of a capability mea-
surement algorithm based on entropy theory and capability degradation regulation analysis based on
numerical process fitting. First, combined with the theoretical framework of a comprehensive defence
system, the risk mitigation system designed for navigating ships is reconstructed based on capability
building. Second, using a numerical fitting method, the degradation regulation of risk mitigation
capability with time is obtained to improve the accuracy of the dynamic evaluation. Finally, referring
to entropy theory, the uncertainty of capability is calculated, and then the model is constructed based
on this uncertainty to realize the effectiveness evaluation from a capability perspective. The results
obtained in an application test of the proposed model indicate that using the entropy of capability
can realize an accurate effectiveness evaluation of a risk mitigation system for navigating ships,
with a 9% improvement in accuracy, and the Weibull curve fitting is more consistent with capability
degradation regulation, with a signification level of 2.5%. The proposed model provides a new path
for evaluating the effectiveness of a risk mitigation system for navigating ships from the entropy of
capability, and compared with the traditional probabilistic method, the model is more realistic and
accurate in actual applications.

Keywords: navigational risk mitigation; effectiveness evaluation; degradation analysis; entropy
of capability

1. Introduction
1.1. Evaluation of Ship Risk Mitigation Status

With the rapid growth of the shipping industry and continuous changes in the naviga-
tional environment, the risk mitigation for navigating ships, as an important guarantee of
navigation safety, has received more attention from the shipping industry and academia,
especially the evaluation of the overall operation status of ship risk mitigation system
(SRMS) under navigational state. Limited by the sailing scenario variability and time
sequence degradation of risk mitigation capability, the traditional methods, including qual-
itative description and equipment function indicator measurement, cannot be accurately
used to represent the real level of navigational safety [1]. Additionally, the risk mitigation
status shows certain degradation characteristics (performance, adaptability, reliability) over
time. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse and consider this problem in an evaluation of
overall effectiveness.
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As the main water transport means of international trade, the navigational safety of
ships has always been the focus of shipping industry. In recent years, ship risk mitigation
has gradually ushered in new challenges: on the one hand, ships are developing towards
large-scale, high-speed, and intelligent uses, and the difficulty of ship risk mitigation has
further increased; on the other hand, with the increase in traffic density for inland and
coastal ships, the difficulty of ship navigational risk identification has further increased.
Therefore, how to accurately evaluate risk mitigation status has become a core focus of
ensuring ship navigation safety.

Similarly, with the development of navigation technology, risk mitigation techniques
are being gradually interconnected to jointly complete risk mitigation action, showing some
systematic characteristics. The interactions between these techniques and the resulting
system uncertainty have gradually highlighted the systemic safety issues related to ship
navigation. Therefore, in the evaluation process of ship risk mitigation status in the new
era, the impact and role of ship technology participation need to be fully considered to
solve systemic security problems on the basis of considering traditional human defence
and physical defence.

Based on the above analysis, it is found that the current SRMS is a complex multi-
dimensional system composed of human–ship interactions, ship–shore interactions, and
ship–ship interactions, including crews, equipment, technology, management, and other el-
ements. These elements are interrelated to form a comprehensive risk mitigation capability.
Generated by the systematic development of ship risk mitigation measures, a compre-
hensive risk mitigation capability not only reduces the high consumption of traditional
multipoint decentralized risk mitigation but also produces overall system effectiveness.
Therefore, ensuring the comprehensive capability of SRMSs is particularly important for
marine navigation safety. However, the application of various information technologies
will inevitably result in new technological risks and operational uncertainty for navigating
activities. For instance, the risk of network hijacking may be caused by the introduction
of data transmission technology. Therefore, how to correctly identify the impact of these
uncertainties on system capabilities and accurately evaluate the effectiveness of SRMSs has
become a key issue to ensure the navigational safety of ships.

1.2. Related Work

With widespread concern about maritime safety around the world, a large number
of evaluative studies on the status of ship risk mitigation have emerged in recent years.
Since human factors have always been an important cause of ship accidents, most of the
current research on the ship risk mitigation domain has focused on the assessment and
analysis of the risk mitigation status of avoiding human error [2]. In practical applications,
a quantitative method based on the analytic hierarchy process has been mainly used to
analyse the failure indicators of ship personnel risk mitigation status [3,4]. This method has
been successfully applied to human accident analysis, crew capability building, and crew
comprehensive quality evaluation [5,6]. Additionally, in recent years, with the continuous
development of science and technology, risk mitigation auxiliary technologies such as video
surveillance, risk perception, and information communication in ship risk mitigation have
also been widely applied [7–9]. The introduction of new technologies has improved the
level of risk mitigation, but at the same time, it has also brought new security risks. Current
research on the failure of new technologies and the risks associated with uncertainties
has mainly used fuzzy comprehensive evaluations and Bayesian networks to evaluate
and analyse the relevant performance indicators of SRMSs. Among them, the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method has been successfully used for the safety assessment of
ship security video monitoring, data interconnection, and packet loss [10–12]. However,
the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is greatly affected by the subjectivity of the
scorer and lacks a certain degree of objectivity in SRMS analysis. Similarly, the Bayesian
network analysis method has also been successfully applied in the fields of risk mitigation
strategy evaluation, risk mitigation system optimization, and risk mitigation information
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fusion [13–15]. However, this method relies on the regression analysis of past experience
while evaluating the effectiveness of an SRMS and lacks applicability for the analysis of the
relationship between discontinuous complex systems. In recent years, with the continuous
enrichment of risk mitigation methods, the overall evaluation of SRMSs has gradually
received attention in the navigation safety domain. Some scholars have carried out research
on evaluating SRMSs from a multiple perspective and a full-chain perspective, focusing on
analysing improvements to risk mitigation methods after an accident and evaluations of the
cohesion between the risk mitigation links [16,17]. This “patch-style” optimization method
has promoted the improvement of ship risk mitigation capability and the filling of the risk
mitigation vacuum. However, a navigating ship is faced with complex and changeable
external environments and various uncertain challenges all the time, so the “patch” can
never be completed, and this method cannot fundamentally solve the problem. Therefore,
a capability construction method for building a “universal” system for ship risk mitigation
is more effective than a traditional “patch” scattered risk mitigation method. In a recent
research report, it was proposed to analyse the relationship between the composition of the
system’s capabilities and the performance of the system [18]. On this basis, the capability
measurement method was used to calculate the effectiveness of a complex system [19].
However, this method equates effectiveness with capability and does not fully consider the
time-series system capability change attributes and navigation scenario change attributes
of SRMSs, which affects the feasibility and accuracy of the evaluation.

Based on previous research, this paper proposes a new effectiveness evaluation
methodology for SRMSs, including entropy-based capability calculation and capability
degradation analysis. The methodology considers a system’s scenario variability and time
sequence degradation. A quasi-normal distribution of statistical parameters is combined
with a Weibull distribution based on degradation analysis theory to achieve an accurate
effectiveness evaluation. The improved calculation method of capability uncertainty con-
structed by entropy theory is used to address the problem of capability mismeasurement.
The contribution of this study is summarized as follows.

(1) Exploration in entropy-based model to investigate the effectiveness of the risk miti-
gation system when defencing various risks, the results of which are able to benefit
greatly the safety management.

(2) Establishment a complete solution for the effectiveness assessment model for the ship
risk mitigation system, which can be used to improve the risk management of the
maritime transportation.

(3) The performance of the proposed model is verified by a case study, which indicates
the great application potential in the field of risk management.

1.3. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview
of the research methodology and the employed techniques. Section 3 presents the model
establishment process. Section 4 verifies the proposed model with an actual application case.
Section 5 concludes the study and presents future directions. Additionally, an explanation
of all the collection data used in this study is given in Appendix A.

2. Methodology

An overview of the methodology proposed in this study is illustrated in Figure 1, in
which the integration of a comprehensive security system theory, a capability degradation
analysis method, and the entropy of capability leads to the formation of a comprehensive
model to analyse the risk mitigation status of ships under navigation. As shown in Figure 1,
there are 3 parts to this study:

Part 1—evaluation framework construction. An evaluation indicator framework is
obtained based on structure reorganization using a comprehensive defence framework.

Part 2—indicator degradation analysis. The capability degradation regulation is
obtained through numerical curve fitting.
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Part 3—system effectiveness evaluation. The system effectiveness is obtained by
calculating the degree of capability uncertainty by entropy theory.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the effectiveness evaluation model based on entropy theory.

2.1. Comprehensive Defence System

The comprehensive defence system provides theoretical support for the reorganization
of SRMSs from a traditional decentralized prevention framework based on risk mitigation
subject to the capability building framework based on risk mitigation tasks. The com-
prehensive defence system originated from the physical protection system (PPS), which
was first proposed by Sandia Laboratories in the 1980s and was widely used in the field
of nuclear safety protection [20]. For the first time, this theory proposes a “triad” safety
protection theoretical framework composed of humans, material objects, and technology
from the perspective of improving overall risk mitigation capabilities [21]. The principle is
shown in Figure 2.
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In Figure 2, the theoretical framework of risk mitigation emphasizes the coordination,
interdependence, complementarity, and cooperation of multiple risk prevention and control
methods. Different from the traditional ergodic risk-responsive safety protection theory,
this theory emphasizes the diversification of risk mitigation methods, the systematization
of risk mitigation organizations, and the integrity of risk mitigation capabilities and strives
to transform the construction of discrete risk mitigation points into the construction of
integrated capability. It is more advantageous to use the risk mitigation framework based
on comprehensive capability building to address changeable risks in a complex navigational
environment, especially in terms of flexible response and timely control.

2.2. Capability Degradation Analysis

The capability degradation analysis method provides an effective means for quanti-
tatively grasping the regulation of system capability changing with time. With the basic
understanding that an SRMS has a prescribed life cycle, we infer that the performance of its
system components is continuously degraded with time, which will lead to a degradation
of the system capability. Therefore, this study adopts the capability degradation analysis
method to analyse the degradation regulation of the component units, which can accurately
identify the dynamic characteristics and real-time state of risk mitigation capability [22].

2.2.1. Theoretical Basis of Degradation Analysis

Degradation theory is the core foundation of degradation analysis and the main
theoretical basis for the exploration of degradation law. Degradation theory was first put
forward in biology, which mainly refers to the transformation trend and process of material
system from order to disorder or from high order to low order in natural evolution and is
used to express the analysis of the continuous decline degree of biological performance.
The main core of degradation theory is that as time goes on, a certain function of anything
will gradually decay. This is consistent with the law of our real world. The introduction
of degradation theory makes it possible to master the law of performance change with
time. On the one hand, for many devices in our research, degradation is a natural attribute.
Whether there is failure or not, their performance data can be monitored to get degradation
data. On the other hand, due to the modelling of degradation data closer to the results
of failure physics, the introduction of degradation theory can provide more information
for the degradation process, and the degradation process can also be used to find the
correlation between equipment performance degradation and system state.

2.2.2. Degradation Form Judgment and Indicator Selection

Effective degradation form judgement is the basis for analysing the regulation of ship
risk mitigation capability change. According to the status of a component unit losing its
prescribed function, the failure of a component unit in SRMS can be divided into two forms:
sudden failure and degenerative failure. Due to inevitable sudden failures in actual risk
mitigation, the form of sudden failure needs to be removed in the degradation analysis to
reduce its interference with the analysis of routine degradation regulation.

Unlike sudden failures, degenerative failures refer to a slow decline in performance
over time. It is usually represented by a degradation function that changes with time.
Considering that the performance of component units affecting the system risk mitigation
capability needs to reserve a certain margin of insurance, the performance standard to
ensure the normal operation of the system is set as a fixed value R, and its corresponding
equipment effective life threshold is T, as shown in Figure 3:
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The accurate selection of the degradation indicator is a core task for mastering the
degradation regulation of ship risk mitigation capability. Clarifying the characteristic
indicators and failure criterion of a component unit is the basic goal when analysing the
system effectiveness. The performance characteristic quantity of a component unit is a
parameter value reflecting the capability change of a risk mitigation subject, and it needs to
be selected according to the function setting by a specific risk mitigation task [23]. In this
study, the criterion was usually determined according to the requirements of risk mitigation
tasks and called the failure threshold [24]. The failure threshold can be a determined value
or an interval.

The selection of performance failure characteristic quantity and data acquisition usu-
ally have the following considerations: (1) The performance failure characteristic quantity
can be an output parameter specified by the risk mitigation subject [25]. (2) Measurability
is the basic requirement for the setting of the failure characteristic quantity. (3) Considering
the regularity of measurement data and the convenience of experimental development, in
this study, the time interval of each sample measurement is set to be the same.

2.2.3. Degradation Regulation Analysis

After selecting the corresponding performance characteristic quantity, exploring the
capability degradation regulation of a component unit becomes the top priority. According
to the natural degradation phenomenon, the component unit of an SRMS can be classified
into the loss component with time. Based on reliability theory, the data distribution of the
failure characteristic quantity can be approximated as subject to some known empirical
distribution functions, such as normal, exponential and Weibull distributions [26]. Com-
bined with probability theory, the failure probability at a certain moment can be obtained
through the distribution function of the failure characteristic quantity at the moment to
finally realize the effectiveness evaluation of the SRMS. The degradation regulation analysis
can be roughly divided into the following two steps:

The first step is extracting the true value of the failure characteristic quantity. The main
goal is to process the corresponding measurement data by mathematical statistics on the
basis of the above selected methods. Assuming that the component unit stays in the normal
state, the failure degree of its performance at a certain point can be determined. However,
due to the existence of measurement error, there will be some differences between the
measured value and the real value. Therefore, the values of multiple measured samples at
the measurement point obey the normal distribution form as follows:

x ∼ N
(

µ, σ2
)

(1)

where x represents the measured value, µ represents the true value, and σ represents the
standard deviation of the measurement, as shown in Figure 4.
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The second step is the numerical curve fitting of the characteristic quantity. An
appropriate distribution function is typically selected to fit the curve of the characteristic
variable with time. Since assuming that the risk mitigation unit follows the regulation
of capability degradation, its characteristic value should also follow the corresponding
degradation regulation. By comparing and analysing the exponential, logarithmic, and
Weibull forms, the optimized distribution form can be selected to fit the corresponding
failure characteristic values, as shown in Figure 5.
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2.3. Entropy of Capability Calculation

The method of entropy measurement provides an effective means for quantitatively
analysing the indirect measured quantity of capability. Based on the basic belief that a
change in risk mitigation status for navigating ships is equivalent to a change in risk
mitigation effectiveness caused by the uncertainty of a system’s risk mitigation capability,
the effectiveness value can be obtained by measuring the uncertainty of risk mitigation
capability [27]. This approach fundamentally addresses the difficult problem that risk
mitigation capability cannot be measured.

According to the concept of information entropy in entropy theory designed for
measuring the uncertainty of an information source, the measurement of information is
characterized by the uncertainty of the information source [28]. By analogy, the method of
entropy of capability can be constructed as the uncertainty measure of a capability source,
that is, the measure of capability is characterized by the uncertainty of its component
units. Based on this analogy, it is assumed that the component factor of a certain type of
capability is Ai. The influence degree of factors on this capability is pi, expressed by the
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basic probability of causing capability failure. Therefore, the uncertainty degree Hi caused
by this factor to the capability can be expressed by the self-information quantity function:

Hi = ln
1
pi

(2)

Since the sum of pi in traditional entropy theory is 1, the measurement of information
will show a convergence trend [29]. Therefore, the uncertainty of the system is the uncer-
tainty of the value of the system factors. Assuming that there are n factors that affect the
protection capability, according to the nature of the entropy function in information theory,
when pi =

1
n , the entropy value is the largest [30]. However, the result of this assumption

is inconsistent with the objective understanding of protection effectiveness in practice. In
reality, the smaller the failure probability of the factor affecting the protection capability, the
smaller the instability it brings to the protection ability, the greater the protection capability,
and the higher the protection effectiveness. Therefore, the traditional concept of information
entropy cannot be directly used here as an analogy for risk mitigation effectiveness.

Considering that the capability of SRMS is affected by the component units and
has a positive correlation, the entropy of capability in the SRMS is not the probability of
the system capability value but the strength of the uncertainty of conduction correlation
between the units and the system. Therefore, the entropy of capability fundamentally solves
the uncertainty of the capability fluctuation rather than the uncertainty of the capability
value. On this basis, the entropy of capability based on conduction correlation is constructed
as follows:

Ii = (1− pi) ln
1
pi

(3)

Furthermore, it can be concluded that the entropy of capability does not have the
characteristics of convergence, which is consistent with reality. Therefore, the greater the
uncertainty of a system risk mitigation capability, the greater the uncertainty of its system
risk mitigation effectiveness, and then the greater the entropy of capability.

3. Model Establishment
3.1. Framework Reorganization of SRMS
3.1.1. System Analysis and Reorganization

With the continuous enrichment of risk mitigation means and technology, the com-
position of SRMSs is constantly deepening and developing, from single components to
integrated subsystems and then to the current comprehensive risk mitigation system.

Most of the common SRMS frameworks have been designed based on the spatial
distribution of risk mitigation points, mainly including bridges, engine rooms, cargo holds,
decks, and living areas [8]. Each risk mitigation point is composed of multiple elements, as
shown in Figure 6. The element details are as follows:

• The bridge subsystem includes elements such as navigation operators, navigation
monitoring and warning systems, and navigation communication equipment.

• The engine room subsystem includes elements such as marine engineers, engine room
monitoring platforms, and engine room maintenance equipment.

• The cargo hold subsystem includes elements such as operators, monitoring systems,
and emergency equipment.

• The deck subsystem mainly includes elements such as staff, protection equipment and
ship rescue equipment.

• The living cabin mainly includes elements such as personal protective equipment and
personnel health protection systems.

Due to continuous changes in the navigation environments of ships and the contin-
uous improvement of shipping safety requirements, the complexity and suddenness of
the current ship risk mitigation situation has become increasingly serious [31]. The risk
mitigation effectiveness of this common SRMS adopting single-point strict prevention
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means is worsening. Combined with the capability system architecture design of human,
physical and technical defences proposed in the comprehensive defence system, the multi-
ple elements in the five subsystems are classified and reorganized, as shown in Figure 6.
The system forms the following three parts:

• Risk mitigation methods, including human-based behaviours, strategies, and mea-
sures.

• Risk mitigation equipment, including hardware-based equipment, signs, and facilities.
• Risk mitigation platforms, including technology-based perception models, monitoring

software, and early warning systems.
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Based on the risk mitigation capability construction, the reorganized framework of
the SRMS has a clear boundary in structural decomposition and a relatively independent
carrier in capability measurement. It provides a practical system network architecture for
effectively mastering and analysing the actual effectiveness of SRMSs.

3.1.2. System Description

The component units of SRMS are independent of each other in the risk mitigation
carrier, but they are related to each other in terms of function. Through interaction, a
comprehensive capability of risk mitigation is jointly formed. According to the composition,
functions and characteristics of each subsystem in the SRMS, its basic architecture and
constituent units are analysed and integrated as follows:

(1) Human defence subsystem

Human defence is the oldest method in the risk mitigation domain, and it is also an
indispensable protective measure used since ancient times. In the risk mitigation system,
human defence mainly includes all related personnel involved in the risk mitigation
subjects [32]. Its core role is to use human sensors (eyes, hands, ears, etc.) for detection.
When an attacker is found to be dangerous to the protection target, it will rely on its
own identification or information transmission to obtain risk signals, make judgements
about it and then take corresponding measures. Based on this understanding, the human
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defence subsystem of the SRMS can be defined as a collection of artificial behaviours for risk
mitigation established by the risk mitigation awareness, consciousness and capability of the
behavioural associates to realize ship navigation safety. Its basic composition, objectives,
functions and characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Details of the human defence subsystem of the SRMS.

Composition A collection of human-centred risk mitigation standards, measures and behaviours.

objective
From the perspective of human risk mitigation, fully mobilize people’s subjective initiative, timely identify,
accurately judge and efficiently deal with potential safety risks to ensure the normal operation of risk
mitigation subjects.

function Based on people’s subjective initiative, give play to the role of independent decision-making, flexible
interaction, and experience dependence of human defence.

characteristic
Advantage: strong individual dependence (experience, capability), strong autonomy (self-judgement), strong
interaction (flexible), strong adaptability (changing with the environment).

Disadvantage: poor uniformity (judgement criteria, operation mode), poor driver (unable to standardize the
program), poor persistence (human characteristics).

In Table 1, one of the cores of the risk mitigation system established for navigating
ships is humans. Therefore, the related organizations and personnel involved in ships need
to put humans in the first place, and education on risk mitigation is essential, covering
all links focusing on the education and training of personnel involved in risk mitigation
awareness, knowledge, and skills. Additionally, there must be a focus on improving human
risk mitigation capability, especially allowing ship managers, operators, and risk mitigation
specialists who participate in actual risk mitigation strengthen safety responsibilities ideo-
logically to improve professional ethics in concepts and develop risk mitigation habits in
terms of behaviour. To strengthen human defence, the key is to improve and implement the
responsibility system for risk mitigation, clarify the functions and responsibilities of all per-
sonnel, and strengthen the supervision, inspection and assessment of the implementation
of the risk mitigation responsibility system.

Based on a statistical analysis of ship accident reports and on-site investigations and
research, combined with the above definition of the human defence subsystem, we divide
it into the following units:

• Ship management unit. This is mainly composed of ship owners and ship controllers.
It is responsible for the maintenance plan, personnel arrangement, financial support
and other aspects of ship risk mitigation. This is the top-level design unit of the human
defence subsystem of the SRMS.

• Post operation unit. This is mainly composed of operators and supplementary per-
sonnel in various positions, such as the bridge, engine room, and deck of the ship.
They are responsible for the safe operation of specific positions and the handling and
response of direct risks under the ship’s sailing state. This is the core response unit of
the human defence subsystem of the SRMS.

• Shore-based assistance unit. This is mainly composed of shore-based ship dispatching,
supervision and piloting personnel. It is responsible for real-time monitoring, regular
inspections, and assistance in response to the ship navigational risk state from the
shore. This is an important guaranteed part of the human defence subsystem of SRMS.

(2) Physical defence subsystem

Physical defence is the core of early systematic protection, and it is also one of the
oldest risk mitigation methods used to deal with safety risk. In the risk mitigation system,
the physical defence subsystem generally refers to the hardware, physical objects and other
barriers that protect the safety of the object [33]. Based on this, the physical defence subsys-
tem of an SRMS can be defined as a collection of physical risk mitigation objects relying
on the attributes, configuration and functions of the physical risk mitigation system to
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realize ship navigation safety. Its main risk mitigation objects include installing protections,
facilities, and tools while strengthening protective barriers in key parts, important areas,
and key places; setting up hardware facilities such as fire rescue and safe operation; equip-
ping the post personnel with necessary duty, protection, inspection, and other equipment;
and setting signs such as prompt board, safety board and restricted access signs. Its basic
composition, objectives, functions and characteristics are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Details of the physical defence subsystem of the SRMS.

Composition A collection of hardware-based risk mitigation instruments, signs and facilities.

objective From the perspective of physical risk mitigation, giving full play to the passive resistance of objects, reducing,
delaying and avoiding possible risks, and then improving the effectiveness of water traffic risk mitigation.

function Based on the characteristics of a physical object, playing the role of barrier, identification, and damage
resistance of physical prevention.

characteristic

Advantage: good damage resistance (compared to humans), high permanence (24 h on duty), excellent
economy (compared with personal injury), strong replaceability (replaceable after damage), strong objectivity
(fixed attributes).

Disadvantage: poor autonomy (no self-awareness), poor flexibility (almost no interaction), poor lifting
performance (cured performance).

In Table 2, one of the cores of the safety risk physical defence subsystem established
for ships in navigation is hardware. This means that the related parties of ship safety
navigation need to increase the resource investment of hardware to provide strong hard-
ware guarantees for the smooth development of safety protection and management of
ships during a voyage. It is also an important material basis for building a comprehensive
risk mitigation system for safety risk responses. On the premise that the configuration of
risk mitigation hardware covers all links of the whole shipping chain, the function and
combination of risk mitigation hardware shall be determined according to the actual risk
mitigation task requirements. The maintenance and updating of risk mitigation hardware
require the support of corresponding funds. Under the overall requirements of reducing
ship operation costs, relevant departments related to navigational safety must scientifically
plan the budget of hardware funds related to ship navigation safety to effectively ensure
the normal and orderly operation of the physical defence subsystem.

Based on a statistical analysis of ship accident reports and on-site investigation and
research, combined with the above definition of a physical defence subsystem, we divide it
into the following units:

• Safety facility unit. This is mainly composed of protective equipment related to naviga-
tion safety and ship fire protection. It is the basic unit of passive ship risk mitigation.

• Prevention barrier unit. This is mainly composed of a safety valve, protective net, and
explosion-proof door to delay and hinder risk diffusion. It is a supplementary unit for
passive risk mitigation.

• Prompt identification unit. This is mainly composed of indicative signs such as
reminder boards, safety boards, and restricted access signs set up at a fixed position. It
is an important unit for ship safety protection.

• Personnel equipment unit. This is mainly composed of the necessary protection and
inspection equipment for post personnel. It is the basic material guarantee to support
post personnel to effectively deal with navigational risk.

(3) Technical defence subsystem

Technical defence is a new risk mitigation method in the information age and is the
main technological core of the current risk mitigation system. Technical defence refers
to protection means using modern science and technology, especially modern informa-
tion technology means, with strong technical characteristics such as various detection
systems, early warning and alarm systems, video monitoring systems, and access control
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systems [34]. This is an extension and strengthening of human defence and physical de-
fence in protection means and the supplementation and improvement of human defence
and physical defence. Based on this, the technical defence subsystem can be defined as a
collection of risk mitigation technologies for navigational ships with the characteristics of
digitization, networking and intelligence, which rely on emerging technologies in the fields
of sensing, computing, communication and processing.

Technical defence subsystems mainly refer to the design and development of corre-
sponding information platforms and application software based on computer commu-
nication technology according to the actual risk mitigation requirements to realize the
corresponding risk mitigation functions. When it is found that an attack object is dangerous
to the protection target, the technical defence subsystem relies on its own information
perception or processing capability to obtain potential hazard signals, effectively compen-
sating for the inefficiency of the human defence subsystem and the solidification of the
physical defence subsystem. Its basic composition, objectives, functions and characteristics
are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Details of the technical defence subsystem of the SRMS.

Composition A collection of technology-based risk mitigation methods, application software, and integrated systems.

objective
From the perspective of technical risk mitigation, giving full play to the effectiveness of technical activities,
using information technology to discover, analyse, and deal with potential risks, then improving the
effectiveness of water traffic risk mitigation.

function Based on the inherent characteristics of technology, playing the role of identification, early warning, analysis,
and monitoring in technical prevention.

characteristic

Advantage: strong methodology (with technical support), strong adaptability (fast perception speed), strong
interactivity (link people and things), high integration (diversified constituent elements), good relevance and
responsiveness (completely from actual demand).

Disadvantage: high external dependence (cannot run alone), high technical threshold (not easy to achieve),
faster stacking speed (as demand changes).

In Table 3, one of the cores of the technical defence subsystem for ship navigational risk
is the information processing system. With the rapid development of modern information
technology, it is being widely used in the process of storing, processing and transmit-
ting information in SRMSs. Especially in the construction of ship navigation information
platforms, the construction of information systems and the construction of safety risk tech-
nology protection systems should be synchronously planned, designed, and constructed.
The production, transmission and use of vessel navigation information and its carriers
must be equipped with technical equipment that meets the standards for information safety.
Key positions for risk mitigation must take measures to prevent and eliminate hazards and
be equipped with perfect technical equipment.

Based on a statistical analysis of ship accident reports and on-site investigation and
research, combined with the above definition of a technical defence subsystem, we divide
it into the following units:

• Navigation monitoring unit. This is mainly composed of modern information protec-
tion platforms such as bridge information monitoring, radar monitoring, and weather
monitoring. It is the basic functional unit for the ship technical risk mitigation subsystem.

• Information assurance unit. This is mainly composed of information technology
protection methods such as emergency communication platforms, network protec-
tion means, and ship–shore cooperative communication guarantees. It is the basic
guarantee unit for the ship technical risk mitigation subsystem.

• Risk warning unit. This is mainly composed of specific risk mitigation technologies
such as the identification of unsafe behaviours, the alarm of abnormal routes, and
the fault tolerance of the warning system. It is the core application unit for the ship
technical risk mitigation subsystem.
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• Decision management unit. This is mainly composed of the specific safety risk treat-
ment means of automatic collision avoidance route planning, ship automatic naviga-
tion and safety risk autonomous response systems. It is an important response unit for
the realization of ship technical risk mitigation.

3.2. Indicator Design of SRMS

Based on the human defence, physical defence, and technical defence framework
architecture in the above comprehensive defence system and considering the transformation
of the risk mitigation concept from discrete risk response to system capability construction
in SRMSs, a comprehensive capability indicator framework is proposed in this study,
combined with the actual understanding of SRMSs.

3.2.1. Human Defence Subsystem

Combined with human protection characteristics such as human initiative and the
flexibility proposed in system safety protection, the human defence subsystem is actually a
collection of risk mitigation standards, measures and behaviours that realize ship naviga-
tion safety, relying on the risk mitigation consciousness, consciousness and capability of
behaviour-related persons and human subjects [35]. Based on an analysis of SRMS structure
and the compilation of questionnaires for on-board personnel, a framework for evaluating
the capability of a human defence subsystem is constructed. It is mainly divided into
three parts: human-oriented attributes, responsibility planning, and system guarantees, as
shown in Figure 7.
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In Figure 7, human-oriented attributes are used to measure whether the basic capabil-
ity attributes of associated personnel meet the needs of risk mitigation capabilities, mainly
including skill level (age, experience, training, communication, emergency), safety aware-
ness (awareness of compliance with regulations, self-protection, and group cooperation),
and personnel health (physical and psychological).

In Figure 7, responsibility planning is used to measure whether the manpower al-
location of the human defence subsystem meets the needs of risk mitigation capability,
mainly including whether the distribution of power and responsibility is reasonable (ratio-
nality of post setting, applicability of staffing requirements, accuracy of staffing quantity),
whether job training is in place (pertinence of training content, compliance rate of training
frequency, accuracy of training objects), and post-assessment accuracy (assessment content,
assessment method and assessment result).

In Figure 7, system support is used to measure whether the support force meets the
requirements of supporting the human defence system to give full play to the risk mitigation
ability, mainly including team building (personnel age structure, personnel education
structure, personnel salary structure), incentive mechanisms (whether the incentive strength
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is enough and the incentive scale is accurate), and material support (living materials, work
materials and emergency materials).

Based on the abovementioned human defence subsystem measurement framework
and considering the ergodicity and effectiveness of capability indicators, we selected 11
sets of core capability indicators from historical data and risk mitigation node analysis and
used them to ensure measurability. On the above, measurable indicators are set for the
corresponding indicators, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Capability indicators of human defence.

Basic Personnel Support Capability The Certificate Status
Ship Manning Situation

Stability of personnel on board

average time on board
proportion of leader layer in half a year
proportion of operation layer in half a year
proportion of support layer in half a year

Familiarity of decision-makers with ships
the ship’s captain continuous on-board time
the ship’s chief mate continuous on-board time
average cumulative time of officers on similar ships

Risk mitigation exercise situation
completeness of types of ship exercises
frequency of key project exercises
record times of basic exercise training

Working language on board proportion of native language crew
proportion of crew nationality differentiation

Crew safety training
average annual class hours of organizations
average annual training hours for crew enterprises

Crew handover situation proportion of crew handover records

Implementation of pre shift meeting system
pre shift meeting record
statistics of on-board operation accidents

Discussion on on-board safety risk events number of participants
frequency of discussion

Health status of on-board personnel
frequency of crew medical examination
proportion of chronic occupational diseases
frequency of psychological relief

Operation conditions on board
continuous monitoring under closed operation
frequency of on-board operation

3.2.2. Physical Defence Subsystem

The physical defence subsystem is regarded as object protection in safety protection.
It is a collection of instruments, signs and facilities for ship risk mitigation with hardware
as the main body for the purpose of realizing ship navigation safety, giving full play to
the passive damage resistance of objects to reduce and delay potential risk [36]. Based on
the trace-to-source safety risk and investigation of ship-related personnel, a framework
for evaluating the capability of the physical defence subsystem is constructed, which is
mainly divided into three parts: entity attributes, combination configurations, and system
guarantees, as shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, entity attributes are mainly used to measure whether the basic performance
quality of the entity meets the requirements of physical defence, mainly including core
function (damage resistance, replaceability) and basic quality (service life, consistency and
failure rate).

In Figure 8, the combined configuration is mainly used to measure whether the
physical configuration of the physical prevention subsystem meets the requirements of
risk mitigation capability, mainly including physical selection (the rationality of physical
risk mitigation settings, the applicability of physical allocation requirements, and the
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accuracy of physical configuration quantity), physical response design (whether physical
use training is available, and whether the cooperation between physical objects is good),
and the actual effect feedback of the material object (feedback content, feedback method
and effect after feedback).
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In Figure 8, system support is mainly used to measure whether the support force can
meet the requirements of supporting the risk mitigation capability of the physical defence
system, mainly including physical maintenance (whether the maintenance frequency is
enough, whether the maintenance personnel are good enough, whether the maintenance
content is accurate), quality control (whether the acceptance control of equipment is not
controlled, whether the hidden danger of equipment is not dealt with, whether the op-
eration environment is optimized or not), and funding guarantee (equipment purchases,
equipment maintenance, upgrade replacements).

Based on the abovementioned physical defence subsystem measurement framework
and considering the ergodicity and effectiveness of capability indicators, we selected 13
sets of core capability indicators from historical data and risk mitigation node analysis and
used them to ensure measurability. On the above, measurable indicators are set for the
corresponding indicators, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Capability indicators of physical defence.

Anti-piracy capability
safe house
frequency of safety house inspections

Mobile firefighting capability
quota quantity
instrument pressure (bar)
inspection cycle

Closed space gas detection capability alarm concentration
number of false-positives

Video collection capability definition (image resolution)
signal-to-noise ratio (dB)

Bilge emergency pump discharge capability
lift (m)
flow (m3/h)
cavitation indicator

Safety warning capability
vent prompt bar
smoking warning signs
warehouse warning signs

Safe operation support capability tag and lock off

Fuel safety protection capability inspection frequency of quick closing valve
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Table 5. Cont.

Personal protective equipment configuration capability

protective rope
protective cap
protective clothing
gas protection equipment
protective earplugs

Fixed fire extinguishing capability
trigger response value (mg/l)
number of false-positives (times/month)
gas emission rate (l/min)

Ship self-rescue capability

number of lifeboats
number of life rafts
number of lifebuoys
number of life jackets

Fire isolation capability
airtightness of fire door
alarm device

Water inlet alarm capability
alarm value of water inlet (mm)
number of false-positives

3.2.3. Technical Defence Subsystem

Technical defence is regarded as the extension and enhancement of human defence and
physical defence in risk mitigation. It is a collection of risk mitigation methods, application
software and integrated systems with technology as the main body for the purpose of
realizing ship navigation safety, giving full play to the effectiveness of technical activities
from the perspective of technical prevention, using information technology to control,
discover, analyse and deal with potential risk. Based on the trace to source of safety risk
and investigation of ship-related personnel, a framework for evaluating the capability of
technical defence subsystem is constructed, which is mainly divided into three parts: an
ontology attribute, function setting, and system guarantee, as shown in Figure 9.
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In Figure 9, the ontology attribute is used to measure whether the basic function
module design of the system meets the calibre requirements of technical defence, mainly in-
cluding system functionality (information integration and function expansion), system relia-
bility (environmental adaptability, compatibility between systems), and system portability.

In Figure 9, the function setting is used to measure whether the configuration of
the technical defence system meets the requirements of risk mitigation capability, mainly
including the integrity of the system function (coverage, target type, monitoring accuracy
probability), accuracy (measurement accuracy of technical defence, information fusion
accuracy, communication efficiency) and timeliness.
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In Figure 9, the system support is used to measure whether the support force meets
the requirements of the support defence system to give full play to the risk mitigation
capability, mainly including maintenance mechanism (whether the maintenance frequency
is enough, whether the maintenance personnel can do it, and whether the maintenance
content is accurate), emergency mechanism (emergency response to system failure), and
rescue mechanism.

Based on the abovementioned technical defence subsystem measurement framework
and considering the ergodicity and effectiveness of capability indicators, we selected 12
sets of core capability indicators from historical data and risk mitigation node analysis and
used them on the basis of ensuring measurability. On the above, measurable indicators are
set for the corresponding indicators, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Capability indicators of technical defence.

Ship’s automatic navigation capability
electronic chart update (times/month)
GPS accuracy

Bridge information monitoring capability coverage of monitoring indicators
effective information fusion rate

Radar monitoring capability determination accuracy
anti-interference rate

Emergency communication capability
information fidelity
channel capability (kb)
communication delay (ms)

Route abnormal alarm capability
alarm value (deviation degree)
number of alarms (times/day)

Automatic collision avoidance capability
accuracy of generation
probability of scheme adoption

Meteorological monitoring capability accuracy within 1 year

Fault tolerance of risk alarm system fault tolerance degree

Network protection capability protection software and hardware
network paralysis response plan

Video surveillance coverage capability coverage

Unsafe behaviour recognition capability intelligent recognition rate

Ship–shore cooperative monitoring capability

VTS visibility in the jurisdiction
visualization degree of remote sensing information
sum of GNSS delay error and inherent error (ms)
LRIT information protection mechanism
GMDSS false alarm rate

3.3. Capability Degradation Analysis at Subsystem Level

Based on the above characteristic parameter setting and degradation regulation analy-
sis and considering the scene volatility and time series degradation characteristics of SRMSs,
this study proposes a capability degradation methodology based on failure characteristic
quantity analysis. It is mainly divided into the following two parts:

3.3.1. Parameters Characterizing Degradation Process

According to mathematical statistics theory, the characteristic parameter data should
be obtained through a certain measurement experiment, and the measured data should
be recorded at each time point in time order in the specific test [37]. To reduce the single
measurement error of the component unit, the measurement of multiple similar samples is
selected at one time point instead of multipoint measurement for a single sample at the
same time point. Additionally, a certain number of test points are selected in the rated life
cycle partition interval to reduce test numbers.
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Assuming that a component unit of the SRMS is selected as a sample for the capability
degradation analysis, the degradation characteristic parameter data of the corresponding
unit are recorded in chronological order at each time point. For the objects of evaluation
sample set A = {1, 2, . . . , i, n− 1, n}, we also create indicators of the evaluation sample
set B = {1, 2, . . . , j, m− 1, m}. Considering the different types of measurement data, the
numerical polarization technique is introduced to normalize the degradation characteristic
parameter [38]. Then, under the assumption that xi

j(t) represents the value of the jth
indicators expressed for the ith evaluation object at the test time point t, we can obtain the
evaluation sample result as follows:{

xi
j(t)
∣∣∣i ∈ A, j ∈ B

}
(4)

xi
j(t) ∼ (0, 1) (5)

Due to the interference of equipment factors, measurement errors will inevitably exist
in the test. Assuming that the theoretical value for this kind of sample at a certain time is
zj(t) and according to the theory of quasi-normal distribution of statistical parameters, it is
also represented as yj(t) by the expected value comparison method; thus, we can obtain:

xi
j(t) = zj(t) + εij = yj(t) + εi

j(t) , εi
j(t) ∼ (0, σ2) (6)

yj(t < t1) ≤ yj(t < t2), t1 ≤ t2 (7)

where εi
j(t) represents the measurement error value of the jth indicators expressed for the

ith evaluation object at the test time point t.

3.3.2. Degradation Regulation Analysis

The purpose of building the degradation analysis method is to construct a suitable
curve function to fit the trend of degradation characteristic parameters over time. It is
assumed that the SRMS follows the capability degradation regulation, so its effectiveness
characteristic value should also follow the corresponding degradation regulation. Com-
bined with the theory of equipment reliability analysis and life tests, the optimized Weibull
distribution is selected to fit the degradation characteristic curve [39]. The statistical value
of the degradation characteristic parameters corresponds to a Weibull distribution, so its
probability density function can be expressed as:

f (x; λ, κ) =
κ

λ
(

x
λ
)

κ−1
× e−(

x
λ )

κ

(8)

where x represents the probability of the effectiveness characteristic value, λ represents the
scale parameter, and κ represents the shape parameter.

Applying Equation (11), it can be determined that the value of yj(t) follows the
optimized Weibull distribution. Additionally, the effectiveness characteristic value is
expressed as the effective life value of the system component unit, so its change function
can be represented as the probability density function f (x; λ, κ). On this basis, the trend of
degradation characteristic parameters over time can be calculated as:

yj(t) = f j(t; λ, κ) =
κ

λ
(

t
λ
)

κ−1
× e−(

t
λ )

κ

(9)

Then, based on the expected value of measurement yj(t) and fitting curve function
f j(t; λ, κ), the corresponding scale parameter λ and shape parameter κ can be obtained by
statistical analysis and calculation of the maximum similarity value.
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3.4. System Effectiveness Measurement Based on Entropy of Capability
3.4.1. Measurement Methodology Description

The effectiveness measurement methodology based on entropy theory provides an
effective theoretical basis for solving the accurate measurement of the actual status of ship
risk mitigation. The specific derivation logic is shown in Figure 10.
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In Figure 10, it can be seen that to realize the accurate measurement of the actual effect
of ship risk mitigation, the traditional evaluation method of ship risk mitigation capability
is faced with the inherent dilemma that the capability cannot be measured directly [40]. In
addition, the specific application scenario characteristics of the SRMS cannot be considered
in the evaluation of capability, so the actual status of risk mitigation under the specific
task scenario cannot be truly reflected in it. Therefore, combined with the effectiveness
definition of the completion degree of the capability to specific tasks, the measurement of
the actual status of ship risk mitigation can be transformed into the solution of ship risk
mitigation effectiveness.

However, according to the probability attribute characteristics of the capability to com-
plete the task in effectiveness, capability is not measurable and therefore not probabilistic.
Considering this, we assume that the initial ability can fully complete the task requirements,
but the uncertainty of the capability occurs due to the scenario change, which leads to the
change of the degree of capability to complete the task.

According to the aforementioned principle, the measurement of risk mitigation effec-
tiveness can be converted into the uncertainty measurement of risk mitigation capability.

Combined with the definition and formula of entropy of capability in Section 2.3, the
effectiveness measurement equation can be constructed as follows:

Mi = Ii = (1− pi) ln
1
pi

(10)
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where pi represents the failure characteristic value of the ith element affecting capability.
In addition, according to capability degradation Equation (12) in Section 3.3, the time-

series failure probability measurement value of the system components can be calculated
as follows:

pi =
Fi(t)

Ff ixed(t)
=

fi(t; λ, κ) = κ
λ (

t
λ )

κ−1 × e−(
t
λ )

κ

Tf ixed
(11)

where Tf ixed represents the rated service life value.
Therefore, the calculation equation of the system risk mitigation effectiveness based

on capability degradation can be obtained as follows:

Mi = (
fi(t; λ, κ) = κ

λ (
t
λ )

κ−1 × e−(
t
λ )

κ

Tf ixed
− 1) ln

fi(t; λ, κ) = κ
λ (

t
λ )

κ−1 × e−(
t
λ )

κ

Tf ixed
(12)

3.4.2. Comprehensive Effectiveness Aggregation

Based on the effectiveness measurement framework of “performance–capability–
effectiveness” and combined with the above capability degradation methodology, the
effectiveness measurement process is systematically integrated [41]. It is mainly divided
into the following steps:

(1) Indicator data pre-processing

Based on the indicator design of the SRMS, it is assumed that the expected value
of each indicator is the characteristic quantity of the constituent elements affecting the
capability. According to the rated performance requirements of constituent elements, the
classification indicator value of each indicator is set ylow as unqualified, ymid as qualified,
and yhign as excellent. Combined with the algorithm of data extremum optimization, per-
formance characteristic quantity is carried out with data cleaning. Therefore, the improved
performance characteristic quantity can be obtained as follows:

si = 0.8 +
yi − ymid

yhigh − ylow
(13)

where yi represents the performance characteristic value of the ith component unit and si
represents the improved performance characteristic value of the ith component unit.

Then, a logical judgement is made for the performance characteristic indicator under
each capability, and it is determined whether to use the following parallel algorithm or
series algorithm for fusion:

parallel algorithm : qy =
n

∏
i=1

si, series algorithm : qy =
n

∑
i=1

ωisi (14)

where qy represents the performance characteristic fusion value of the yth capability.

(2) Effectiveness calculation based on entropy of capability

Combined with the performance measurement methodology constructed in Sec-
tion 3.4.1, the probability value of the characteristics is transformed into a single per-
formance value as follows:

ey = (1− qy) ln
1
qy

(15)

where ey represents the effectiveness of the yth capability.

Then, the unit effectiveness value under the parallel algorithm can be calculated as:

ey = (1− qy) ln
1
qy

= −(1−
n

∏
i=1

(0.8 +
yi − ymid

yhigh − ylow
)) ln

n

∏
i=1

(0.8 +
yi − ymid

yhigh − ylow
) (16)
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(3) Subsystem performance integration

To facilitate the analysis and comparison of each system, based on the indicator system
framework constructed above, this study separately calculates the human, physical, and
technical defences and then integrates the three subsystems as follows:

Iy = ey ∗ωy, ωy =
vy

∑n
1 vy

(17)

where ωy represents the loss value of risk accidents caused by the yth capability in the past
10 years, and vy represents the loss value caused by the yth capability under safety out
of control.

Then, the jth subsystem efficiency value is

Ej =
n

∑
y=1

ejy ∗ωjy = −
n

∑
i=1

vjy

∑n
1 vjy

∗ (1−
n

∏
i=1

(0.8 +
yji − yjmid

yjhigh − yjlow
)) ln

n

∏
i=1

(0.8 +
yji − yjmid

yjhigh − yjlow
) (18)

Considering the weight ratio among subsystems, the indicator weight is adjusted
according to the evaluation value of ship informatization degree and route safety value [42].
The evaluation value of informatization degree is used for the distribution of system
strength, and the route safety value is adjusted as a whole. Thus, the total effectiveness can
be obtained as follows:

Etotal = θ
m

∑
j=1

Ej ∗ f j(t), θ =
r
L

(19)

where f j(t) represents the function of the degree of ship informatization with the age of the
ship, θ represents the safety value of the route, r represents the number of annual accidents,
and r represents the total annual route flow.

Combined with Equation (21), the total effectiveness value based on the performance
characteristic quantity can be obtained as follows:

Etotal = −
r
L

m

∑
j=1

n

∑
i=1

f j(t) ∗ vjy

∑n
1 vjy

(1−
n

∏
i=a

(0.8 +
yji − yjmid

yjhigh − yjlow
)) ∗ ln

n

∏
i=1

(0.8 +
yji − yjmid

yjhigh − yjlow
) (20)

4. Case Study
4.1. Case Selection and Results Output

Accurate scenario definition is the basic guarantee for the evaluation preparation
of system effectiveness. Considering that the research object is the sailing state of the
ship, the verification scenarios need to be restricted before case selection and indicator
data collection.

Generally, a ship’s transportation cycle is the process from the previous port to the
next port, including loading, unberthing, leaving port, sailing, entering port, berthing,
and unloading [43]. Since this study mainly focuses on the effectiveness evaluation of
the risk mitigation system for navigating ships, the scenario is limited to the processes of
unberthing, leaving port, sailing, entering port, and berthing, as shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, it can be seen that ship navigational tasks can be reorganized into three
main stages:

• Ship departure. In the departure stage, ships go through the process of unberthing
and leaving port. Ship risk mitigation mainly involves unberthing safety, sailing in
narrow waters, and route planning.

• Ship sailing. In the sailing stage, ships go through the process of multiple navi-
gation areas and intersection navigation. Ship risk mitigation mainly involves the
unberthing safety of navigation monitoring, ship–shore communications, and collision
avoidance decisions.
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• Ship arrival. In the arrival stage, ships go through the process of entering ports and
berthing. Ship risk mitigation mainly involves the unberthing safety of sailing in
narrow water navigation monitoring, ship–shore collaboration, and berthing safety.
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Based on the ship navigational information platform in a test ship named Yukun,
we carried out an exploratory test in an SRMS to verify whether the methodology could
accurately evaluate the effectiveness of each subsystem proposed in Section 3.1. The specific
parameters of test ship named Yukun is shown in Table 7 below. This test was based on the
information collected from an actual ship. The main data types we collected were based on
navigation records to complete the risk mitigation tasks, and then we tested and verified
them through changes in interaction frequency, volume, and complexity. We took the data
as the input and the indicator results under the test as the output. Then, we monitored the
effectiveness change of the system and the performance difference under different indicator
data. To improve the data consistency, the same set of data measurement standards was
used to collect data from all tests.

Table 7. The specific parameters of test ship named Yukun.

Total Length 116 m Gross Tonnage 6000 t

width 18 m speed 18 nm/h

depth 8.35 m voyage 10,000 nm

design draft 5.4 m construction date 2008

Considering that the research involved 3 subsystems including 36 capabilities and 82
groups of influencing elements, we selected one indicator of the 82 elements to analyse the
model results for the verification of degradation methodology and 36 capabilities to analyse
the entropy of capability calculation process for the verification of effectiveness evaluation
methodology. The test data and corresponding effectiveness evaluation values are shown
in Appendix A. Based on the inspection practice for the risk mitigation system on board
of Yukun, five points are selected chronologically to measure the degradation of the risk
mitigation system. The measured values for the indicator of “basic personnel support
capacity” in human defence subsystem at these five points are exampled in Appendix A by
multiple cycle test [44], and the measured results are shown in Figure 12, based on which
the statistical analysis data are summarized in Table 8.
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In addition, based on the effectiveness measurement method, we calculated the statis-
tics of relevant indicators under the three subsystems of human defence, physical defence,
and technical defence, as shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Statistical analysis data for the 36 capability indicators under the three subsystems.

Capability Indicators Characteristic
Value qy

Improved
Characteristic

Value ey

Loss
Factor ωy

Entropy of
Capability Iy

Subsystem
Effectiveness Ej

Informatization
Degree fj(t)

Route Safety
Factor θ

System
Effectiveness

Etotal

physical defence

Anti-piracy capability 0.8000 1.288 1.92% 0.0248

0.9421 39%

0.96 0.8485

Mobile firefighting capability 0.4705 0.299 3.85% 0.0115
Closed space gas detection capability 0.8333 1.493 5.77% 0.0862

Video collection capability 0.7680 1.122 7.70% 0.0864
Bilge emergency pump discharge capability 0.7147 0.896 9.62% 0.0862

Safety warning capability 1.0000 2.000 11.54% 0.2309
Safe operation support capability 1.0000 2.000 13.47% 0.2694
Fuel safety protection capability 0.9333 2.528 15.39% 0.3891

Personal protective equipment configuration
capability 1.0000 2.000 17.32% 0.3463

Fixed fire extinguishing capability 0.5457 0.431 1.92% 0.0083
Ship self-rescue capability 0.7680 1.122 1.92% 0.0216

Fire isolation capability 0.8000 1.288 3.85% 0.0495
Water inlet alarm capability 0.5514 0.442 5.77% 0.0255

technical defence

Ship’s automatic navigation capability 0.6267 0.617 6.25% 0.0386

0.8294 27%

Bridge information monitoring capability 0.6618 0.717 7.81% 0.0560
Radar monitoring capability 0.6333 0.635 9.38% 0.0596

Emergency communication capability 0.7467 1.025 10.94% 0.1121
Automatic collision avoidance capability 0.4267 0.237 12.50% 0.0297

Meteorological monitoring capability 0.5973 0.5434 14.06% 0.0764
Fault tolerance of risk alarm system 0.8360 1.5111 15.63% 0.2361

Network protection capability 0.8000 1.2876 1.56% 0.0201
Video surveillance coverage capability 1.0000 2.0000 3.13% 0.0625

Unsafe behaviour recognition capability 0.8360 1.5111 4.69% 0.0708
Ship–shore cooperative monitoring capability 0.8100 1.3452 6.25% 0.0841

Ship’s automatic navigation capability 0.1960 0.0428 7.81% 0.0033

human defence

Basic personnel support capability 1.0000 2.0000 8.86% 0.1772

0.8604 34%

Familiarity of decision-makers with ships 0.1851 0.0379 10.34% 0.0039
Risk mitigation Exercise situation 0.4642 0.2897 11.82% 0.0342

Working language on board 0.3698 0.1707 13.29% 0.0227
Crew safety training 0.4949 0.3381 1.48% 0.0050

Crew handover situation 0.7200 0.9165 2.95% 0.0271
Implementation of pre-shift meeting system 0.8000 1.2876 4.43% 0.0570

Discussion on on-board safety risk events 0.8000 1.2876 5.91% 0.0761
Health status of on-board personnel 0.8000 1.2876 7.38% 0.0951

Operation conditions on board 0.2880 0.0978 8.86% 0.0087
Stability of personnel on board 0.5333 0.4065 23.63% 0.0961
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4.2. Degradation Regulation Analysis
4.2.1. Volatility Analysis

Anderson darling test is a non-parametric test method to test whether the collected
data obey a certain distribution (such as normal distribution, exponential distribution,
Weber distribution, etc.) or not. For a given data and distribution, the better you sum up,
the smaller the value will be. A certain given value can be used to test whether the data
comes from the given distribution or not. For instance, if the given value is less than a
certain threshold value (e.g., 0.05), then the original hypothesis would be rejected, and the
data does not obey the distribution. For the data at points A–E, the Anderson–Darling test
was used to detect the distribution form, and the test results are shown in Table 10 [45].

In Table 10, based on the comparison between statistical values and critical values, it
is found that the data obeyed the normal distribution with a confidence of 95% but did not
obey the exponential distribution.

In Table 8, the test results at five points were Ej(A) = 0.863755, Ej(B) = 0.788881,
Ej(C) = 0.653696, Ej(D) = 0.513926, and Ej(E) = 0.431334. As shown in Figure 13, the
results are in accordance with the regulation of a gradual decline.

In Figure 13, it can be seen that the measured value of each point has a large fluctuation,
so it is verified that the expected average value can effectively improve the accuracy of
measurement compared with the single measurement.

Additionally, Figure 13 shows that the value of the effectiveness characteristic parame-
ter gradually degenerates as the system life cycle develops. The results are consistent with
the actual capability degradation trend and verify the effectiveness and applicability of
the methodology.

Table 10. Distribution pattern test results based on Anderson–Darling test.

Distribution Form Feature Flag (0.05) Statistic Critical Values Signification Level

Normal
distribution

A + 0.262144011 [0.555 0.632 0.759 0.885 1.053] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
B + 0.240336575 [0.555 0.632 0.759 0.885 1.053] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
C + 0.447665853 [0.555 0.632 0.759 0.885 1.053] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
D + 0.341666108 [0.555 0.632 0.759 0.885 1.053] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
E + 0.30482838 [0.555 0.632 0.759 0.885 1.053] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]

Exponential
Distribution

A - 41.12834048 [0.917 1.072 1.333 1.596 1.945] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
B - 37.26900374 [0.917 1.072 1.333 1.596 1.945] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
C - 33.61289887 [0.917 1.072 1.333 1.596 1.945] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
D - 26.24084953 [0.917 1.072 1.333 1.596 1.945] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
E - 14.97244258 [0.917 1.072 1.333 1.596 1.945] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
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Based on the standard deviation (std) of the expected values in Table 8 and the regional
dispersion degree in Figure 14, it can be determined that with the capability degradation of
the element, the standard deviation presents a gradual upwards trend, and the upwards
trend becomes faster in the later stage. The results show that the system performance
fluctuates greatly after degradation. This is also consistent with the increasing uncertainty
of system capability over time.
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4.2.2. Degradation Trend Analysis

To master the effectiveness degradation regulation of SRMS in the whole life cycle, we
divided 250 measurement points according to the time series and expressed them in the
form of a scatter diagram. The data were fitted by exponential, logarithmic, and Weibull
curves, as shown in Figure 14.

The fitting forms of three common curves are tested on the data, and the results are
shown in Table 11. In Table 11, it is found that compared with exponential curve and
logarithmic curve fitting, the data were subjected to the Weibull curve.

Table 11. Test results of three curve shape fitting.

Feature Flag Statistic Critical Values Signification Level

Exponential - 61.50365 [0.921 1.075 1.338 1.602 1.952] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]
Logarithmic - 12.30670 [0.426 0.562 0.659 0.768 0.905 1.009] [25. 10. 5. 2.5 1. 0.5]

Weibull + 0.447665 [0.362 0.395 0.427 0.462 0.506] [15. 10. 5. 2.5 1.]

Through calculation by the Python flatform, the fitting functions of the curves were
as follows:

Weibull : E(t) =
κ

λ
(

t
λ
)

κ−1
× e−(

t
λ )

κ

, κ = 99.49, λ = 1.7 (21)

Expponential : E(t) = ae(bx) + c, a = 0.91, b = −0.004, c = 0.1 (22)

Logarithmic : E(t) = alog(x− b) + c, a = −0.2, b = 50, c = 1.48 (23)

In Figure 14, it can be determined that the fitting curve shows a downwards trend
with time, which also corresponds to the above five groups of measured points, indicating
that the curve conforms to the corresponding degradation regulation. Additionally, it is
found that the degradation curve in the first 25% of the life cycle belongs to a relatively
stable stage, the degradation rate gradually increases at 25~50% of the life cycle, decreases
at 50–75% of the life cycle, and the system performance reaches a relatively low stable state
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at 75–85% of the life cycle. These results are consistent with the phenomenon that the SRMS
can operate but is not efficient in reality. A value at 75–85% of the life cycle (Ej(250) ≈ 0.4)
that is not 0 also shows that there is a large error in the traditional use of a detection value
of 0 to represent the failure of the risk mitigation system [46]. By comparing the fitting
results of the three common curves in Figure 14, it can be seen that the curve fitting can
better express the effectiveness degradation regulation of the SRMS.

4.3. Evaluation Accuracy Analysis

Based on the data collection and sorting of the risk mitigation indicator, the effec-
tiveness measurement algorithm based on the entropy of capability was compared with
the traditional accident probability algorithm to verify the accuracy of the effectiveness
evaluation model. Considering the uncertainty of using the subjective scoring method in
many traditional accident probability measurement algorithms, the prior experience of
historical data is selected as the basis of the weight ratio setting to reduce the impact of
subjective evaluation results on the analysis results.

4.3.1. Traditional Effectiveness Evaluation Method Based on the Accident Probability Algorithm

(1) Priori data generation

Based on the common framework of the ship risk mitigation system, we collected
accident statistics from the HIS sea–web database in the past 10 years, and we conducted
statistical analysis on the main types of accidents and the causes of accidents, as shown in
Figure 15.
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Combining specific accident cause classification and statistical reports and following
the common five types of ship risk mitigation, the cause statistical value table is constructed
as in Table 12.

(2) Effectiveness calculation

Since the traditional accident probability algorithm is based on actual ship accidents,
we compiled the maintenance records of the tested ship in the past 1 year and sorted out
the relevant data, as shown in Table 13.

Based on the failure probability of each element, we use the weight ratio of a priori
experience to calculate the effectiveness value as follows:

E =
m

∑
j=1

 n

∏
i=1

1− xij
xej∗m (1− δ)

1− pij

 ∗ ∂j

 (24)
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where xij represents the ith causal indicator value of the jth risk mitigation subject, xej
represents the reference value of the jth risk mitigation subject, δ represents the sailing time
correction factor, and pij represents the a priori failure probability value of the ith cause
indicator of the jth risk mitigation subject. ∂j represents the weight factor of the jth risk
mitigation subject.

Table 12. Traditional accident statistical data of the IHS database in 2011–2021.

Subject Distribution Type Number Total All Weights pij

bridge subsystem
navigation operators 2694

5786

16,146

16.69%
navigation monitoring and warning 2076 12.86%

navigation communication equipment 1016 6.29%

engine room
subsystem

marine engineer 1519
3461

9.41%
engine room monitoring platform 777 4.81%

maintenance equipment 1165 7.22%

cargo hold
subsystem

operators 1032
2643

6.39%
monitoring system 1032 6.39%

emergency equipment 579 3.59%

deck subsystem
staff 2321

3256
14.37%

protection equipment 381 2.36%
ship rescue equipment 554 3.43%

living cabin
subsystem

personal protective equipment 536
1000

3.32%
personnel health protection unit 464 2.88%

Table 13. Statistical data of maintenance records of the tested ship in the past 1 year.

Subject Distribution Type Failure xij Criterion xej
Sailing

Times m
Sailing Time

Correction Factor δ
Probability

bridge subsystem
navigation operators 16 6

55 100/270

0.9695
navigation monitoring and warning 7 4 0.9800

navigation communication equipment 4 2 0.9771

engine room
subsystem

marine engineer 12 4 0.9657
engine room monitoring platform 9 2 0.9485

maintenance equipment 5 3 0.9809

cargo hold
subsystem

operators 6 4 0.9828
monitoring system 13 4 0.9628

emergency equipment 6 2 0.9657

deck subsystem
staff 12 6 0.9771

protection equipment 1 1 0.9828
ship rescue equipment 3 1 0.9657

living cabin
subsystem

personal protective equipment 3 1 0.9657
personnel health protection unit 2 1 0.9771

Based on the failure probability of each element, we calculated the effectiveness of the
SRMS, as shown in Table 14.

Table 14. Effectiveness value based on the traditional accident probability algorithm.

Subject Effectiveness Weights ∂j Total E

common framework of SRMS
based on spatial distribution

bridge subsystem 0.9283 35.84%

0.9202
engine room subsystem 0.8984 21.44%
cargo hold subsystem 0.9138 16.37%

deck subsystem 0.9273 20.17%
living cabin subsystem 0.9435 6.19%
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4.3.2. Effectiveness Evaluation Based on Entropy of Capability

Based on the data collection in the technical defence, human defence, and physical
defence subsystems, using the effectiveness measurement methodology in Section 3.4, the
corresponding subsystem and system effectiveness values can be obtained as shown in
Table 15.

Table 15. Effectiveness value based on the entropy of capability construction.

Subject Effectiveness Total

SRMS based on capability construction
human defence subsystem 0.8604

0.8485physical defence subsystem 0.9421
technical defence subsystem 0.8294

Then, based on the calculation standard of casualties and property loss of the interna-
tional labour organization, the real navigational efficiency value of the ship is calculated.
Combined with the actual sailing accident record data of the test ship in the past year, we
conduct a comparative analysis of the two methods, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 shows that the deviation between the effectiveness value based on the
entropy of capability and the actual value is approximately 4.93%. The deviation of the
traditional effectiveness value based on accident probability from the actual value can reach
13.58%, which is much larger than the effectiveness based on the entropy of capability.
Therefore, the effectiveness model based on the entropy of capability can more accurately
represent the real state of ship risk mitigation, with an accuracy improvement of 9%.

Based on the above definition of performance in Section 2.1, The effectiveness defined
in this research refers to the degree to which the vessel risk mitigation system has completed
risk control, not to the operation efficiency of the system itself. From the statistical historical
data, the traditional effectiveness calculation methodology is mainly based on accident
statistics and can only be calculated after the accident occurred, ignoring the degradation
process of the capability to cause the accident from quantitative change to qualitative
change. Therefore, there is a certain lag in the effectiveness evaluation of an SRMS. In
addition, the problem of non-accidental dangerous phenomena may not be collected. These
reasons combined lead to the phenomenon of a large distortion of evaluation value. This
method may lead to a certain risk of error in the understanding of risk mitigation status,
which will seriously affect the safety of ship navigation. In contrast, the effectiveness model
based on the entropy of capability proposed in this study is based on the measurement
of the uncertainty of capability, and at the same time, the capability change caused by
capability degradation over time is considered. Therefore, the effectiveness evaluation
based on the entropy of capability is more accurate and applicable.
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Figure 16 shows that the calculated effectiveness value based on the entropy of capa-
bility is also slightly larger than the true value. Through the decomposition of the model, it
is found that since the complexity and uncertainty of the internal relationship in the SRMS
may bring certain systematic failure, the real effectiveness will be slightly lower than the
shown status. Therefore, this further confirms that the calculation method of the SRMS
using entropy of capability is closer to the real state.

4.4. Model Comprehensive Analysis

From the comparative analysis in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the effectiveness evaluation
model based on the entropy of capability has better advantages in coverage, timeliness,
accuracy and operability. The evaluation framework of the SRMS based on the theoretical
perspective of the comprehensive defence system is more scientific and can provide a
better network architecture for accurately measuring the effectiveness of the SRMS. In
addition, compared with the traditional ergodic indicator design, the architecture from
the capability perspective is more systematic and coverage. From the volatility analysis of
system capability degradation, the model considers and analyses the dynamic variability
of system capability and improves the timeliness characteristics of the effectiveness value.
Additionally, the construction of the entropy of capability in this study solves the problem
that capability is difficult to measure directly. In addition, it constructs the corresponding
effectiveness measurement methodology based on the risk mitigation tasks. Therefore, it
improves the accuracy of the evaluation of the actual risk mitigation state and defines the
operability of the improvement of risk mitigation capability.

However, since the model has less sample verification, its versatility needs to be
further determined. In addition, the suddenness and complexity of ship safety risks are
relatively serious, and the corresponding causal relationships need to be further studied.

5. Conclusions

Sustaining ship safety through navigational stability is highly reliant on the effec-
tiveness of ship risk mitigation systems. To comprehensively consider the degradation
characteristics of risk mitigation capability and the scenario attributes of the risk mitigation
task, this study proposed an effectiveness evaluation model based on the entropy of capa-
bility construction and capability degradation analysis. Beginning with the transformation
of the risk mitigation concept in the SRMS and referring to the three-dimensional integrated
risk mitigation framework of comprehensive defence theory, human defence, physical
defence and technical defence, the SRMS indicator system is established based on capabil-
ity building, which breaks through the traditional evaluation method based on accident
probability analysis. On this basis, a capability degradation analysis methodology was
constructed to solve the problem of capability change over time. It realized the possibility
of dynamic capability analysis of an SRMS and improved the accuracy of effectiveness
evaluation of an SRMS. In addition, because the risk mitigation capability cannot be directly
measured, the entropy of capability is constructed based on entropy theory. On this basis,
an effectiveness evaluation model based on the entropy of capability was proposed. From
the perspective of capability uncertainty measurement, the effectiveness evaluation of risk
mitigation status in the SRMS was realized by the model proposed in the study.

The case study results show that using the entropy of capability can realize the ac-
curate effectiveness evaluation of a risk mitigation system for navigating ships with an
accuracy improvement of 9%, and the Weibull curve fitting is more consistent with the
capability degradation regulation with a significance level of 2.5%. Our research provides
a more accurate and comprehensive dynamic analysis method for the effectiveness eval-
uation of SRMSs. Instead of simple statistics of accident probability and substituting the
measurement of capability indicators, it is a comprehensive analysis of the measurement of
capability uncertainty and timing degradation. This framework, design based on capability
building, ensures good applicability for evaluating the effectiveness of SRMSs on multilevel
ships. The present study verified the proposed model for one case. For the application
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in the practical operation, the application procedure needs to be further standardized to
facilitate the engineers’ utilization, and the test from the third party may be also required.
Further research work for the present study would be focused on the practical application of
the proposed model for different ship fleets, based on which, the standardized application
procedure would be developed.
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Appendix A

Table A1. The measured values of basic personnel support capacity in the human defense subsystem
at different measuring points.

Measuring Point

No. A B C D E

1 0.8391 0.6974 0.6594 0.5592 0.2120
2 0.9384 0.8478 0.5649 0.5294 0.4729
3 0.8379 0.8522 0.7103 0.6203 0.4478
4 0.8703 0.7315 0.4412 0.7127 0.4023
5 0.8707 0.8663 0.6254 0.7512 0.4270
6 0.8711 0.7033 0.7773 0.3460 0.0617
7 0.9021 0.6102 0.5402 0.2764 0.0851
8 0.9036 0.7963 0.6985 0.6960 0.1030
9 0.8745 0.8565 0.5982 0.5420 0.1075
10 0.8644 0.8100 0.4676 0.7394 0.1164
11 0.7668 0.7593 0.7084 0.7379 0.1424
12 0.8291 0.7409 0.6503 0.4661 0.1439
13 0.8609 0.8498 0.5687 0.3949 0.1590
14 0.9309 0.9190 0.5668 0.5098 0.1792
15 0.8237 0.7734 0.7143 0.6633 0.2009
16 0.8458 0.8108 0.6283 0.6321 0.2117
17 0.8937 0.7654 0.6725 0.7123 0.2146
18 0.9565 0.7869 0.6178 0.4223 0.2302
19 0.8140 0.7685 0.6697 0.2976 0.2306
20 0.7942 0.8126 0.6127 0.5642 0.2336
21 0.9210 0.7344 0.5143 0.3587 0.2527
22 0.8804 0.8790 0.5853 0.2102 0.2693
23 0.8521 0.8002 0.7439 0.3512 0.2759
24 0.8285 0.8194 0.5719 0.5576 0.2782
25 0.9026 0.7211 0.6795 0.5268 0.2833
26 0.9549 0.6461 0.6949 0.6361 0.2948
27 0.7840 0.8311 0.6678 0.5609 0.2968
28 0.8603 0.6932 0.4904 0.7278 0.3077
29 0.9508 0.6928 0.6641 0.5784 0.3135
30 0.7970 0.7655 0.6260 0.5313 0.3248
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Table A1. Cont.

Measuring Point

No. A B C D E

31 0.8902 0.7720 0.7052 0.6178 0.3249
32 0.7986 0.7189 0.6204 0.5189 0.3260
33 0.9204 0.8061 0.6792 0.5250 0.3265
34 0.7768 0.9134 0.8175 0.6866 0.3279
35 0.9328 0.6730 0.6323 0.6304 0.3359
36 0.8006 0.7506 0.6828 0.5681 0.3371
37 0.8776 0.8154 0.7687 0.5183 0.3427
38 0.8201 0.8535 0.7814 0.4163 0.3482
39 0.8682 1.0605 0.6847 0.5678 0.3505
40 0.8592 0.8109 0.6653 0.3909 0.3520
41 0.9198 0.9039 0.7692 0.6995 0.3529
42 0.7837 0.9366 0.6159 0.5111 0.3670
43 0.9335 0.8583 0.6148 0.4931 0.3701
44 0.8544 0.7028 0.6198 0.5098 0.3713
45 0.8985 0.7782 0.8660 0.3880 0.3802
46 0.8701 0.7549 0.8222 0.4128 0.3905
47 0.9218 0.8847 0.6488 0.4143 0.3957
48 0.7911 0.7433 0.6493 0.4241 0.3977
49 0.8958 0.9377 0.5884 0.6364 0.4097
50 0.9106 0.7670 0.7441 0.5996 0.4245
51 0.8611 0.8096 0.7291 0.5450 0.4284
52 0.9174 0.5932 0.5876 0.5070 0.4293
53 0.8435 0.7579 0.7765 0.5608 0.4393
54 0.9145 0.5724 0.4839 0.4098 0.4403
55 0.8094 0.7319 0.6638 0.4618 0.4411
56 0.9575 0.8281 0.5304 0.4935 0.4439
57 0.7559 0.8113 0.5684 0.6182 0.4490
58 0.8491 0.7390 0.5851 0.4698 0.4528
59 0.9012 0.7700 0.4691 0.5980 0.4536
60 0.7732 0.8782 0.8094 0.7257 0.4611
61 0.9742 0.8253 0.7633 0.5825 0.4639
62 0.8126 0.8150 0.7508 0.4587 0.4673
63 0.8038 0.8805 0.7091 0.5191 0.4736
64 0.8607 0.6704 0.6676 0.5793 0.4742
65 0.8252 0.6852 0.7492 0.5011 0.4807
66 0.8794 0.7796 0.5635 0.5550 0.4807
67 0.8448 0.7211 0.4240 0.2733 0.4840
68 0.8643 0.7700 0.6542 0.8711 0.4916
69 0.8940 0.8325 0.8280 0.5851 0.5045
70 0.8580 0.7925 0.6938 0.5080 0.5071
71 0.8776 0.8564 0.5644 0.6017 0.5106
72 0.8949 0.9481 0.5197 0.5476 0.5310
73 0.8635 0.8040 0.6829 0.4294 0.5335
74 0.8096 0.7257 0.6860 0.3197 0.5387
75 0.8417 0.6556 0.7715 0.5232 0.5434
76 0.7894 0.8058 0.6380 0.4989 0.5436
77 0.8688 0.8785 0.6934 0.3564 0.5641
78 0.8177 0.8232 0.5792 0.3576 0.5670
79 0.8303 0.7066 0.4359 0.6065 0.5690
80 0.8742 0.8831 0.8536 0.5693 0.5848
81 0.8607 0.8243 0.6520 0.5435 0.6022
82 0.8631 0.6688 0.6309 0.4911 0.6053
83 0.8238 0.7859 0.5267 0.5056 0.6219
84 0.8769 0.9313 0.7072 0.5173 0.6440
85 0.9091 0.7117 0.6057 0.4514 0.6468
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Table A1. Cont.

Measuring Point

No. A B C D E

86 0.8247 0.8343 0.8250 0.5721 0.6491
87 0.8749 0.7508 0.6782 0.3212 0.6532
88 0.8545 0.8360 0.6717 0.4938 0.6721
89 0.8769 0.7596 0.4661 0.3898 0.6785
90 0.8761 0.7957 0.8612 0.3539 0.6888
91 0.9207 0.7886 0.6808 0.6370 0.6984
92 0.8761 0.6975 0.6561 0.6324 0.7075
93 0.9156 0.7478 0.6618 0.4353 0.7398
94 0.8662 0.9523 0.6346 0.5729 0.7544
95 0.8537 0.7791 0.6319 0.3826 0.7801
96 0.8551 0.8267 0.6805 0.4172 0.7900
97 0.8489 0.7948 0.6703 0.3107 0.7915
98 0.8902 0.7321 0.7572 0.3015 0.4525
99 0.8392 0.7604 0.6329 0.2570 0.8633

100 0.8935 0.7772 0.6009 0.4320 0.8319
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